
The City of San Diego 

HISTORICAL SITE BOARD 
CITY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING • ~OMMUNITY CONCOURSE MS4A. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92101 

AGENDA 
NOTICE OF MEETING 

SEPTEMBER 28, 1994 

1:00 P.M. 

PLACE: 12TH FLOOR CLOSED SESSION CONFERENCE ROOM 
CITY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

202 "C" STREET 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 

CALL TO ORDER 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

PUBLIC COMMENT AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

(Limited to three minutes. ) These items are not subject to 
discussion by the Board and no action may be taken on the matter. 
At the conclusion of the comment, the Chair shall have the 
discretion to determine appropriate disposition of the matter. 

ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS/PROCEDURAL ISSUES 

1. Board Administrative Matters 
Nominations and Vote for Chair and Vice-chair 

2. Attorney's Report 
Motion Forms 

3. Staff Report 
A. Naval Radio Transmitting Facility 
B. Mills Act Legislation 
C. Z Gallerie 
D. SOHO Bayside Survey Addendum Work 
E. Santa Fe Depot Art and Lighting 

4. Requests for Continuances/Modifications to the Agenda 
5. Conflict of Interest Declarations 
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ACTION ITEMS 

1. GEORGIA STREET BRIDGE 

Description: The Board will consider designation of the 
Georgia street Bridge over University Avenue, a bridge 
constructed in 1914 under the aegis of City Engineer W. M. 
Rumsey, that is universally considered the western gateway to 
North Park and a project that facilitated development of the 
Mid-City area of the City of San Diego. The Board will also 
comment on the city Engineering Department's plans for a 
replacement bridge in this location. Both the Community and 
the city recognize the historical landmark quality of the 
existing bridge. The bridge is formally identified as a 
potential historic site in the North Park Community Plan. 

The Georgia Street Bridge over University Avenue, Bridge No. 
57C-418, is scheduled for replacement under City Capital 
Improvement Project No. 52-555.0. The bridge is a single-span, 
three-arch, reinforced-concrete structure spanning 66 feet. It 
is listed as Category 2 Historical structure by the State of 
California, Eligible for Listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places. The three arches support 10 equally spaced 
two-arch bents which support the cantilevered deck. The 
thirty-feet-wide deck consists of a 19-foot roadway, two 
4-1{2-foot sidewalks and two 1-foot safety handrails. 

The bridge has been determined to be structurally deficient by 
Caltrans during their biennial bridge inspection. It is also 
functionally obsolete in that the height over University Avenue 
at the curbline of the travelled way is only 10 feet where the 
current city standard is 15 feet minimum. In addition, the 
Georgia Street roadway is 19 feet from curb to curb where the 
city standard for this type of street is 36 feet from curb to 
curb. 

Due to universal deterioration of the structure and the 
functional inadequacies stated above, it is structurally 
impossible to modify the existing bridge to correct these 
problems without demolition and total reconstruction. 

The City is aware of the community's interest in retaining the 
arch design concept in the replacement bridge. The Engineering 
Department plans to study a functional arch replacement 
structure and a "T" or box girder structure with an artificial 
arch design. The new design, while incorporating an arch 
design, is expected to be simpler in design than the original 
structure. The cost of a reconstruction of the original 
design, utilizing a flatter arch to provide the roadway 
clearances required, is anticipated to be well beyond (2-3 
times) the amount budgeted for this project. An alternative to 
flattening the arch in order to provide the vertical clearance 
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necessary would be to maintain the original arch profile, but 
to lower the roadway. This alternative appears prohibitive due 
to the required relocation of a 36-inch-diameter water main 

,under University Avenue. 

CIP 52-555 provides for replacing the bridge and repairing the 
670-fo0t-long retaining walls/handrails on the north and south 
sides of University Avenue, east and west of the bridge. The 
new bridge will be expanded in width from 30 feet to 48 feet to 
accommodate bike lanes and larger automobile lanes on Georgia 
Street. Bridge funding is 80% federal HBRR {Highway Bridge 
Replacement and Rehabilitation) and 20% city (Transient). Wall 
funding is 100% City. 

The bridge was acted upon by the Greater North Park Community 
Planning Committee at its July 19, 1994, meeting and a copy of 
that 3-part motion and the referenced North Park University 
Avenue Improvements Project report by Fehlman-LaBarre is an 
enclosure to this agenda. 

The motion requested that the Committee be kept informed, be 
given the opportunity to comment and that "the project provide 
the best possible historic replacement while incorporating the 
design comments of the Fehlman-LaBarre report." 

Several of the design suggestions in the Fehlman-LaBarre 
report--lighting and landscaping--(vines) are being considered. 
Several suggestions--paint and tile panels--may be obviated by 
the construction. of a new bridge. The use of banners and 
flags for seasonal events would be at the discretion of the 
community, with the appropriate permits. The addition of 
signage to the bridge requires discussion. 

A subsequent letter, dated September 9, 1994, indicates that 
this same committee voted unanimously to retrofit the original 
bridge rather than to support replacement with a new bridge, a 
change from their Juiy 19 position. That letter is included as 
an attachment to this agenda. 

There is a concrete-relief plaque at the south base of the 
bridge with following information: Superintendent of Streets, 
D. K. Adams; City Engineer, w. M. Rumsey; Designing Engineer, 
J. R. Comly; Contractor, Edward T. Hale. 

Please refer to the following enclosures to this agenda for 
further information regarding the Georgia street Bridge. 

1. Xerox copies of photographs of the existing bridge. 
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2. A copy of a portion of the original construction drawing 
for the bridge. (The bridge was constructed from a single 
drawing. Today the construction documents would include 
approximately 30 such drawings.) 

3. Minutes of the Greater North Park Community Planning 
Committee's (GNPCPC) meeting on July 19, 1994, including a 
motion regarding the bridge. 

4. The Fehlman-LaBarre report referenced in the motion made at 
the July 19, 1994, GNPCPC meeting mentioned above. 

5. Letter and historic data 
Architectural Historian. 

from 

6. GNPCPC letter dated September 9, 1994. 

Donald Covington, 

staff Recommendation: DESIGNATE the Georgia Street Bridge as 
a historic site based on its historic significance to the 
development of the City of San biego and its significance as a 
major gateway to and design element of the North Park 
community. 

PROVIDE HABS level photographic documentation and a full-size 
copy of the original construction drawing to the San Diego 
Historical Society. 

ALLOW DEMOLITION of this historic resource due to its 
structural and functional inadequacies which could potentially 
impact public safety. 

REQUIRE design review and approval of the new proposed bridge 
design by the Historical site Board. The new bridge design is 
to include an arch design to recall the character of the 
original structure. In addition, recommendations in the 
Fehlman-LaBarre report regarding security and accent lighting 
and landscaping (vines) are to be considered in the new design. 

2. BAYSIDE PROPERTIES 

A. NASON AND COMPANY (ARTISTS' STUDIOS AND LIVE-WORK LOFTS), 
903 K STREET 

Description: The description and staff-recommendation of 
the Nason and Company Building at 903 K street (the Artplex 
Building) was included in the August agenda. Although the 
staff recommendation to designate the property has not 
changed, it may be appropriate to place this item on hold 
pending the possible establishment of a historic district 
in this area. Therefore, the staff recommendation on this 
property is as follows. 
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staff Recommendation: CONTINUE this item pending 
resolution of a potential warehouse historic district in 
this area. 

B. MEXICAN AND SPANISH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
APARTMENT), 341-343 THIRTEENTH STREET 

(FOUR-UNIT 

Description: The Mexican and Spanish Presbyterian Church 
{iww a fourplex apartment) at 341-343 Thirteenth street is 
a two-story gable roof 'Victorian-era structure built in 
1906, employing wood clapbd,ard siding and Gothic pointed 
9-rch double-hung windows. 

The gabled entrance porch is at the street level with the 
building stepping down to the lower level, probably due to 
an originally existing canyon that has been filled. 
Unfortunately the building is in a bad state of repair. 
The front facade and south-facing side facade have been 
modified to allow the additional entry doors to the units 
within. Undoubtably, the interior has also been 
significantly modified to accommodate these units. Several 
phone calls to representatives of the Presbyterian Church 
have elicited no interest in or knowledge of this 
structure. Please refer to the two-page survey information 
included as an enclosure to this agenda. 

staff Recommendation:· NOTE AND FILE the structure at 341-
343 Thirteenth Street due to its deteriorated and 
substantially modified physical condition as well as the 
lack of any evidence of significant events or persons in 
connection with this property. 

C. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BAKING COMPANY (CONTINENTAL BAKING 
COMPANY, INC.), 171 FOURTEENTH STREET 

Description: The Southern Pacific Baking Company Building 
(now the continental Baking Company) at 171 Fourteenth 
Street is a two-story masonry structure designed by the 
prominent-san Diego archi tec.t, · Eugene Hoffman. Mr. Hoffman 
received training. with the New York firm of McKim Mead and 
White. He designed,·· among other structures, the 
historically designated, but now demolished, Knickerbocker 
Hotel (on a portion of the Horton Plaza site), and several 

- SDG&E substations for the Spreckels interests including the 
substations at Kettner and Broadway and at Ninth and 
Imperial. Although the building obviously comes with a 
substantial "pedigree," it has unfortunately been 
significantly modified on both public facades, including 
the addition of seven roll-up doors in concrete frames that 
constitute more that 50% of the lineal street frontage on 
the primary street face. It is also not near the proposed 
warehouse district boundary. Please refer to the two-page 
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survey included as an enclosure to this agenda for further 
information. 

Staff Recommendation: NOTE AND FILE the southern Pacific 
Baking company property at 171 Fourteenth Street due to the 
substantial modifications that have occurred to the primary 
street facade and other facades that have compromised the 
historic fabric of the structure. 

An 8-1/2 11 x 11 11 map has been included as an enclosure to 
this agenda for locations of all of the subject properties. 

Also, please refer to a letter from Marie Lia, dated 
September 15, addressing issues raised at our last HSB 
meeting regarding the Centre City surveys performed by her 
and Mr. Brandes for CCDC. 

DISCUSSION ITEMS 

1. SANTA FE DEPOT 

Description: Jerry Selby of CCDC will present the final 
concept design for the transit courtyard to the west of the 
Santa Fe Depot. A drawing of this is included as an enclosure 
to this agenda. The Board will give input on this design. 

2. HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGNATION 

Description: The City Attorney will make a brief presentation 
regarding the procedure for establishing a historic district 
and the Board will give input for a possible action at a future 
meeting. A copy of Board Policy 4.1 on this issue has been 
included for general information. · 

3. COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS 

Description: The 
staffing, timing 
workshops. 

Board will discuss objectives, participants, 
and strategy regarding proposed future 

There were two potential workshops suggested at the August HSB 
meeting: 

1. An educational workshop with lending institutions, brokers 
and appraisers. 

2. A workshop to inform and elicit community input regarding 
the CCDC-proposed Warehouse District. 

Both workshops would, by law, be publicly noticed (open to the 
public). 
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Property Value/Financing Workshop 

The intent of this workshop would be twofold: to mitigate or 
correct negative perceptions of historic designation and to 
learn firsthand the limitations of designations as perceived by 
the financial and real estate professions. The educational 
workshop would focus on informing lending institutions and 
appraisers of the potential benefits and incentives of historic 
designations as well as discussing the legal limitations of the 
requirements regarding historic property modification and 
demolition. This workshop would encourage commentary and 
suggestions from the lender/broker f appraiser participants in 
order to better understand the perception by these groups and, 
potentially, to improve the process. It is suggested that this 
workshop would occur from 8:30a.m. until 11:30 a.m. during the 
business week in order to encourage the greatest participation 
by the financialjreal estate community. It may be appropriate 
to schedule this workshop after November 1, 1994, in order to 
be able to report on the Council's action regarding the Mills 
Act tax incentive for historic properties. The workshop would 
include not only HSB members and staff but also representatives 
from eeoc and the Development Services, Park and Rec and 
Property Departments of the city. 

Warenguse District Workshop 

The Warehouse District workshop would discuss the potential 
implementation of the previously proposed district as suggested 
in the following Centre City Development Corporation (CCDC) 
documents: the "Centre City East Focus Plan" and the 
"Preliminary Master Plan for the San Diego Entertainment and 
Sports Center." Excerpts from these documents referencing the 
proposed district are included as enclosures to this agenda. 
The Board will also discuss the proposed physical boundaries of 
the district. The workshop would seek to inform property 
owners within the proposed district of the intent of the 
creation of the district as well as informing them of potential 
benefits and incentives of historic designation. The workshop 
would also elicit comments from these owners/participants. It 
is suggested that the workshop occur on a Saturday morning from 
8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in order to encourage participation by 
property owners. The workshop would include the HSB and staff 
and representatives from eeoc. 

4. FOREMOST DAIRY WAREHOUSE (EIGHTH AND J LOFTS) 

The subject building was on last month's agenda as an action 
item for possible historic designation. Please refer to that 
agenda for the project's description and the staff 
recommendation to designate the structure. 
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The Board voted to continue possible designation action on this 
item until December and to bring this item to the September HSB 
meeting in order to hear the owners' concerns regarding 
historic designation relative to refinancing. 

The owners of the building at 371 Eighth Avenue are questioning 
the efficacy of trying to designate the building as a local 
historic landmark. They feel that there are many issues that 
need to be resolved before such action should take place. (The 
owners of the building have been involved in many historical 
site projects as owners and architects.) 

The owners do not, per se, oppose designation but believe that 
the following issues (from Mr. Bundy's letter to staff, dated 
September 14, 1994) should first be resolved: 

1. What is the "warehouse" district and what parameters will 
apply right now the "district" is a residential 
emphasis district? 

2. What real resources are available to owners of historic 
landmarks in Centre city East? For those who have no 
plans? and for those who have redevelopment plans? 

3. If an historic designation precluded an owner's ability to 
refinance an existing property would the Historical Site 
Board be willing to remove the designation in lieu of the 
owner's loss of the property? 

4. What restrictions apply to this site if the owners decided 
to develop the undeveloped portion of the property and a 
6-8 story building as allowed under the current Planned 
District Ordinance? 

5. The current allowable FAR is 6. 0, the existing FAR is 
approximately 1.5. How can development rights, which in 
part determine the current value of the property, be 
transferred to realize the value lost by precluding the 
demolition of the existing building, if it were designated? 

6. The information that the Site Board is apparently using to 
proceed to consideration of a designation was prepared 5 
years ago with little research and _appears_ to be very 
inadequate for the purposes of determining the building's 
historical value. Will more complete research be completed 
before any action is taken? 

The Board will hear a brief presentation from a representative 
of the owners and discuss the issues in order to give the 
owners input on the impacts and benefits of potential historic 
designation. 
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5. SAN DIEGO ZOO PAVILION 

Description: The director of architecture and planning for the 
San Diego Zoo, Architect David Rice, will present the proposed 
Zoo Pavilion to the Board. The pavilion would accommodate 
large groups of people for private dining, lectures and 
specialized exhibits. The pavilion is proposed to extend into 
the National Historic Landmark Zone and would be adjacent to, 
but would not physically impact, the Spanish Village area of 
Balboa Park. The new proposed building extends beyond the 
zoo's buildable lease area into the zoo's parking lot lease 
area. The primary impact would be to siting and existing and 
proposed walkways between the entry to the zoo and the Prado 
area of the park. Mr. Rice will also discuss possible 
conflicts with the Balboa Park Central Mesa Precise Plan. The 
Board will provide input on the proposed siting, landscape 
screening and impact to the adjacent designated historic 
Spanish Village area of the park. 

The applicant is aware that submittals of this project must 
also be reviewed by the State Office of Historic Preservation 
(SHPO) and the National Park Service (NPS) owing to the 
National Register Status of the-spanish Village area into which 
the project extends. 

Please refer to the plans, perspective and section that are an 
enclosure to this agenda for further information on this item. 

6. ST. JOSEPH'S RECTORY/OLD TOWN CONVENT 
2610 SAN DIEGO AVENUE 

Description: The architect for the historically designated Old 
Town Convent, Mr. Paul Johnson, will present a site plan 
showing design of and locations for temporary sales carts on 
the Old Town Convent site. The Board will discuss the siting, 
paving and landscape impacts on the site and give input to the 
architect. 

ADJOURNMENT 

ENCLOSURES 

Action Items: 

1. Supporting materials regarding the Georgia Street Bridge (as 
listed in Action Item 1) . 

2. Inventory sheets and map on Bayside properties being considered 
for designation. (Item 2) 

3. september 15, 1994, letter from Marie Lia to Mr. Tudury 
regarding the CCDC/Bayside Historical Survey. (Item 2) 
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Discussion Items: 

1. Santa Fe Depot transit courtyard final concept design. 
(Item 1) 

2. Board Policy 4 .1. (Item 2) 
3. Excerpts from the "Centre City East Focus Plan" and the 

"Preliminary Master Plan for the San Diego Entertainment and 
Sports Center." (Item 3) 

4. Inventory sheet on the Foremost Dairy Warehouse, 371 Eighth 
Avenue. (Item 4) 

5. Zoo Pavilion drawings. (Item 5) 

Miscellaneous Items: 

1. "Plan for arts colony has sprung a leak," san Diego Union

Michael Tudury 
Liaison to the 

her 7, 1994. 

Historical site Board 

MT:ls 

THIS INFORMATION WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE IN ALTERNATIVE FORMATS UPON 
REQUEST. TO REQUEST AN AGENDA IN ALTERNATIVE FORMAT, OR TO REQUEST 
A SIGN LANGUAGE OR ORAL INTERPRETER FOR THE MEETING, CALL THE 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT AT 235-5200 AT LEAST FIVE WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO 
THE MEETING TO ENSURE AVAILABILITY. ASSISTIVE LISTENING DEVICES 
(ALD'S) ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE MEETING UPON REQUEST. 



The City of San Diego 

HISTORICAL SITE BOARD 
CITY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING • <:;OMMUNITY CONCOURSE MS4A, SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92101 

AGENDA 
**NOTICE*** 

ACTION ITEM 

***NOTICE*** 

SUPPLEMENTAL AGENDA 

HISTORICAL SITE BOARD MEETING 
SEPTEMBER 28, 1994 

3. STARLIGHT BOWL STAGEHOUSE, BALBOA PARK 

***NOTICE*** 

Description: The concept of a new stagehouse to accommodate 
scenery, audio and lighting at the Starlight Bowl was presented 
as a discussion item at the August HSB meeting. In order to 
meet a very tight schedule of three meetings from October 3 to 
October 20 with the Balboa Park Committee, the Facilities 
Committee and the Park and Rec Committee, the architect has 
requested that the proposed stagehouse be placed on the 
September HSB agenda as an action item. The Board will 
consider this addition and its design and take action in order 
to provide HSB.direction to the architect and to the committees 
to whom he must present. 

The architect is aware that he must present the proposed design 
to NPS and SHPO, owing to its status as part of not only a 
local historic district, but also a national historic district. 

Staff Recommendation: Assuming accf"ptance of the .necessity of 
the program functions required in order to make this entity 
viable, APPROVE the proposed design addition to the 
historically designated Starlight Bowl based upon the new 
design's. clearly discernable distinction as a new, non-historic 
addition that is sympathetic in form to the original structure. 

·~~····· 
Liaison to the Historical Site Board 

Enclosure 


